Oxford Hall

Room dimensions

Double: 15'5.5" by 12' by 7'8.5"

Room amenities

A. Bookshelves (built in)
   9" by 40.5" by 77"

B. Window
   30" by 42" by 78.5"

C. Closet (built in)
   66.5" by 22" (rod to floor: 63")

Included extras

Bed information:
- Bed frame and mattress: 80"
- Mid set-up: 27.5" (floor to frame)
- Standard set-up: 15.5" (floor to frame)
- High set-up: 51.5" (floor to frame)

Desks and dressers:
- Desk: 42" by 24" by 30" (26" underneath)
- Dresser: 37.5" by 18" by 47"
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